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             INTERLINKED
The Inter-Linked podcast series aims to hold nuanced

conversations on the interdisciplinary nature of the

problems that are plaguing the world today. In some ways

intersectionality has become not only the backbone of

most of the academic discourse – but it has also manifested

itself onto a larger canvas. No longer do we simply

understand problems in the tight neat boxes that they

were classified as. As we hold conversations on the socio-

political climate, we want to break down these intellectual

barriers and look at topics in a way that may allow us to

question it from several facets. 
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interlinked podcast series 

This episode of Inter-Linked features
Prerna Kundu, the co-founder & director
at the Women in Econ & Policy Initiative,
wherein they discuss the concerns
associated with the lack of
representation and inclusivity in the
spaces of economics & policy. The
conversation captures the current
situation of discrimination in these fields,
including how prevailing attitudes and
mainstream approaches to study
economics curb representation. 

Prerna Kundu

Episode 1: Representation in Economics & Policy 

Episode 2: Politics of aesthetics 

This episode of Inter-Linked features
Aryan Nair who shoots and records
banal life. His profile is peppered with
videos of moscow streets and tutorials
on how to make ginger tea. The politics
of aesthetics has often been the cause of
debates when it comes to the way in
which art is consumed and understood
with respect to intersections with class,
caste, gender and other such markers of
society. Berger defined the self as being
created by the gaze, be it the oppressive
nature of the male gaze or the
constitutive one of the orient. 

Aryan Nair 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/21SYPO9WcOxzCOsGkSLxYn?si=jXptGpf0TomJFRNV5faFBA&dl_branch=1
https://open.spotify.com/episode/3BuGG9KCjQyJAH2HotH2eJ?si=f7gzymO3RuGec8NTWEWbLA&dl_branch=1
https://www.instagram.com/arenavitch/?hl=en


This episode of Inter-Linked features
Sandeep Bharadwaj, currently a doctoral
candidate at the History Department of
Ashoka University. Professor Bharadwaj
unpacks India’s Foreign Policy approach
in its neighbourhood. 

Prof. Sandeep Bharadwaj

Episode 3: India's foreign policy in its neighbourhood 

interlinked podcast series 

Episode 3: ‘Vaxonomics’ or Vaccine Economics in India
 

With the opening of vaccination for all
adults in May 2021, India experienced a
steep rise in demand, which was barely
met by the suppliers. This mounted to a
big challenge for the policymakers and
an interesting study for the economists.
We saw that during the past few
months, actions were taken by the
centre & state governments in
conjunction with domestic and
international vaccine producers to
satiate this demand. In this interview
with Dr. Anil Kumar Angrish, we will
look at these very steps and measures
from an economic point of view to
understand the market dynamics of the
coronavirus vaccine in India and the role
of foreign pharmaceutical giants.

Dr. Anil Kumar Angrish

https://open.spotify.com/episode/1ZqJMaMiMa4V7ZeUjgXRQA?si=2_qqxIsyTvGNlH-HJfDmog&dl_branch=1
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4x7XV9KnrFBkxyILfLAHnh?si=8Gk3grtNRL-dZHq-k0vW5w&dl_branch=1&nd=1
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        VICHAAR BY AZAAD आवाज़
 Azaad आवाज़ aims to tackle an erosion of empathy in our

society. This monthly magazine (Patrika) aims to focus on

the marginalized sections whose voices are often muted in

the cacophony of flashy mainstream media discourse.

When referring to the marginalization, this platform does

not aim to restrict itself to the traditional focus on social

aggregates like caste and race alone but aspires to include

a discussion on class, gender, sexual orientation etc. Azaad

आवाज़ sculpted as a digital media station focuses on issues

that debilitate the “deliberately silenced”, drawing no

boundaries and aspires to evolve and voice the needs of

those silenced.
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Episode 2: The inequalities in access to health care for
senior citizens in india

VICHAAR BY AZAAD AWAAZ

In this episode of Vichaar, Professor Harsh
Vardhan Bhati discusses the issue of
climate refugees and environmental
casteism in the South Asian context.

Prof. Harsh Vardhan Bhati

Episode 1: Climate Refugees & Environmental Casteism
 
 

In this episode of Vichaar, Siddharth G. from
Team Azaad-Awaaz speaks with Dr. Indranil
Mukhopadhyay about the financial and
other equalities that the Senior Citizens of
India are subject to while accessing health
care services.

Dr. Indranil Mukhopadhyay 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/4YxnV843JsIyCFBPkd7VHQ?si=V4XftmdYTZ2HMviNiPx4eA&dl_branch=1
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6gCAWf9Lo1gxjLMcmkq8Rq?si=0yfIKPAkRuy18mkGosMQBA&dl_branch=1


VICHAAR BY AZAAD AWAAZ

Dr. Abhiroop Chowdhury 

Episode 3: Conservation Strategies for the Sundarbans
 
 

In this edition of Vichaar, Team Azaad
Awaaz was in conversation with Dr.
Abhiroop Chowdhury about Conservation
Strategies for the Sundarbans region in
India. He talks to us about the importance
of the Sundarbans, how and why it is
unique, the challenges its local population
faces and explains in detail the history of
the region and the conservation projects
that are being undertaken to protect it from
climate change.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/1dHKXwMKaP0rLhygTsOULZ
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UMEED BY SWABHIMAAN
 

The premise of Swabhimaan is based on the themes of

Gender and Entrepreneurship but not limited to the

conventional meanings they are commonly perceived as. The

essence lies in the very name “Swabhimaan” or “Self-respect”

which in itself is a reflection of the individual’s journey to

breaking free from personal and societal constraints in order

to practice their own agency and travel their own path.

Umeed is Swabhimaan’s podcast series that hosts women or

LGBTQ community members from several industries to bring

stories of hope to our listeners. It wishes to highlight

individuals who have created living spaces for themselves

through their work in any industry.
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Umeed by swabhimaan

Ms. Sameedha Bhat has been associated with Paddling Foundation,
an organisation approaching menstruation in a gender-inclusive
way. 
In this episode, Ms. Bhat talks about her journey with the
foundation. She explains how her personal experiences led her to
work towards making menstruation a more accessible and
acceptable topic to talk about. This episode brings to you the
challenges faced by menstruators across different gender
dimensions, the stories of their struggles, the physical and
psychological effects of it, and the novel approaches of the
foundation in uprooting these issues.

EPISODE: Menstruation and the gaps in Menstrual
Health Management

 

https://open.spotify.com/episode/3qAnmfRnvwNQTFglGxmiq9?si=hevngjtKRueEOlMnhmoCeg&dl_branch=1


Follow more of the Centre's work at

For any comments/inputs/ideas on a story, please
write to the team at cnes.jgu@gmail.com
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